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Unanswered Experience with hGH vs mk677 & CJC w/DAC: Anabolics: 1: Oct 19, 2019: Cjc w/ dac and mk 677: IGF-1/GH: 3: Oct 4, 2018: Dosing mk-677 5 days per week
and cjc 1295 no dac and ghrp 6 the other 2 days? IGF-1/GH: 3: May 25, 2017: CJC 1295 DAC / MK 677 13 weeks & more!! IGF-1/GH: 232: Aug 5, 2016:
Mk677vsGHRP6vsCJC1295: Anabolics: 3 ...
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Oh look. A workout selfie. Foest sunday gym day since all I wanted to do yesterday was go to the gym and I couldn't. #gymday #workingout #gettingswole #healthylifestyle
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Just curious to see if any of you guys have tried this combination. I know CJC with DAC is frowned upon because it causes GH to "bleed" instead of "pulse". Pinning the no DAC
version 2-3 times a day just isn't convenient for me. Was thinking that the MK-677 would work well with it. Looking at running 4mg a week of CJC, and 25mg a day of MK-
677.
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CJC-1295 with DAC is one drug - it's a longer acting form of CJC-1295. I want to get the most out of my MK677. It seems most people who use ipamorelin/GHRPs (which
work through the same mechanism as MK677) are also running some sort of GHRH analogue (like CJC-1295) for maximum effect.
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Pete goes over his recent experience with Cjc 1295 with Dac and MK677 together! Couple month stack! Instagram-https://www.instagram.com/ #cjc1295dac #MK677
#peptides.
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